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Background
Radar is an emerging sensor technology used in various fields. Some include target detection in aviation and marine applications, environment perception in cars and infrastructure
(our focus), gesture recognition in mobile phones and light switches, and privacy protected
indoor surveillance.
Modern solutions rely on both classical as well as neural network-based signal processing
in order to cope with the demanding complexity. Often, the systems have to work under
restricted power budgets and time frames, which in some cases forbids the utilisation of
heavy neural networks and gives rise to alternative processing solutions.

Description
The objective of this thesis is to explore biologically inspired approaches for utilisation in
the context of radar signal processing. In short, it should be examined to use the same
mechanism to represent space and positions as our brain does: grid cells [1], [2].
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• Getting familiar with the topics radar, spiking neural networks, and grid cells
• Designing toy examples which illustrate the underlying principles
• Designing and developing a network architecture and learning rule
• Testing the system on simulated and real-world data
• Documenting the results
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